
 

Super Soul Aligned
Archetype & Goals Inventory

 

Using whichever 'medium' you prefer, either an excel sheet on your computer or a journal,

create a table like the one below. 

 

You'll list the archetypes you most often 'meet' when you are thinking of what you desire,

and they come in to counter your desire. 

 

Remember to check for 'opposites'. 

The list of archetypes is not exhaustive as you may find some which I did not list. 

Keep listening to them even if you can't name them, as eventually, you'll find that you can. 



 

Super Soul Aligned
Archetype & Goals Inventory

The goal is to journal out the thoughts

recognize it comes from a sub-personality (an archetype). 

Using the same steps as in the Inner Child Exercise, 

you'll listen, observe, validate and empower. 

LOVE.

If an archetype trusts you, it will open up and reveal very valuable information. 

So always show up curious, compassionate, loving, and supportive. 

The stuff you're already really good at doing1 

 

 



Goals and Archetypes

The best way to find which ones have been keeping you from having what you want is to write your

goal down inside your chalkboard and see who shows up that's in opposition to it.   

2. Then list one at a time: 
The oppositions 

the dislikes
the negative voices on your 

Excel sheet. 
Ask questions such as: why would we be opposed to (the goal). 

Or what do we dislike about this goal?
What could be negative outcomes if this goal were to come true? 

3. Then trace place an X  for whichever archetype you
feel it could come from. 

And spend some time listening to that one archetype
going through steps 4 and 5 before you go back to

step 1 to listen to another. 

Step 4. Then practice L. O. V.E 
Listen

Observe
Validate

Empower
Even if what they say makes NO SENSE
trust what you see and what you hear. 

Step 5 this is where you stay curious, compassionate
and loving. 

you can reparent, 
you can take a stand as their leader. 

you can remind them of their 3 glass jars. 
You can gather very valuable information you then

later use to make a promise. 

Archetypes came in when we were little to help us
when we really needed them.  So remember they
have been there to help not to harm, only now it is

becoming a block. By validating their fear and making
a promise like you heard me help some of you on the
calls, their whole mechanism softens and dissolves. 



 

List of Common Archetypes

(some blend into one, just go with what you feel)

There are many more than I've listed here. 

The rebel

the Victim

The perfectionist (can also make you feel like an imposter)

The Judge

The inner critic

The prostitute (can't do what she loves, forced to do what others want her to). 

The outcast/loner 

The ultra independent Amazon woman

The broken abandoned inner child

The wounded inner child

The Older Sibling (or Parent) (Bully or Judge)

The Jester

The Virgin/Saint

The Grinch

The Greedy one

The resentful/hurt/youngest sibling/child

The broken little girl (or boy)

The Cynic

The Doubter (who makes you feel like an imposter)

The Blond / Innocent / Dumb one

The Hustler (The Taker/Greedy)

The freedom seeker/thrill seeker

the princess

The Mother (Betty Homemaker)



 

Example of an inventory
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Archetype Healer


